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FADE IN:

EXT. WOODLAND FOREST - DAY
 
The onset of winter has arrived. Snow blankets the ground, 
though patches of dirt are still visible. The woodland is 
dense and the air is still. 
 
SUPER: Siberia, 1920. The Russian Civil War rages on. Only 
madmen rule the land now...
 
Off screen, heavy breathing is heard, then suddenly...
 
WORN boots crash into the snow at a pace. 
 
A YOUNG MAN, not much older THAN A BOY, wearing a mismatch of 
SHABBY clothing, sprints through the forest--EXHAUSTED, 
TERRIFIED and DESPERATE. 
 
He franticly glances behind himself and keeps running.
 
To his LEFT, a section from a tree suddenly bursts apart, 
sending SPLINTERS flying outward. At the same time an 
overwhelming CRACK from a gun shot is heard. 
 
The impact from the bullet scares The Young Man, making him 
trip over into MUDDY snow. 
 
While on the ground, he glances behind himself again and sees 
his PURSUER--a man with a LONG, WISPY MOUSTACHE, dressed in a 
DIRTY COAT, reloading an old rifle. 
 
A HOT shell springs out from the rifle, falling to the 
ground, MELTING snow underneath. 
 
The Young Man quickly gets back up and continues to flee--MUD  
and SNOW CLINGING to his body. 
 
The Pursuer fumbles with a couple of bullets, loading several 
into his gun. He pulls back the rifle bolt and aims down the 
sights. 
 
A burst of snow erupts to the side of The Young Man--a 
gunshot  rings out. 
 
The Pursuer pulls on the rifle bolt and fires again. 
 
A spitter of blood splatters the nearby snow. 
 
The Young Man crumples to the ground, blood gushing from a 
wound in his abdomen. His face is awash with pain--moans 
escape through gritted teeth. 
 
The Pursuer ejects a shell from his rifle, walks up to the 
Young Man and looks down at him, displaying a rotten grin. 
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PURSUER
(in Russian)

Thought you could get away from 
me, huh, boy?

 
The Young Man doesn’t respond. He clutches at his wound and 
attempts to crawl away on his back. 
 

PURSUER
(in Russian)

No, no--you’re not getting away 
that easily from me. 

 
The Pursuer moves up to the Young Man and shoves his boot 
into his face. The Young Man lets out a faint shriek--blood 
runs down his face. 
 

PURSUER
(in Russian)

You were quick, but my bullets 
were quicker. 

 
He leans over and grabs a fistful of the Young Man’s hair. 
 
Laughing, the Pursuer pulls the Young Man’s head up towards 
his own. 
 

PURSUER
(in Russian)

I’m going to dance on your 
fucking corpse!

 
The Pursuer laughs again. The Young Man tries to struggle 
free but can’t. 
 
The Pursuer hurls the Young Man to the ground and kicks him 
the side--the Young Man coughs blood. 
 
After a brief moment on the ground, the Young Man again 
attempts to crawl away with an outstretched arm, clearly 
struggling. 
 
The Pursuer laughs again. 
 
The Young Man’s brow deepens, his face shows a mixture of 
pain and fleeting desperation. 
 
As he continues to crawl away, the Pursuer’s laughter grows 
louder, becoming overwhelming. Then...
 
A gunshot rings out. Blood stains some nearby snow. A 
deafening silence follows. 
 
The Pursuer’s limp body collapses on top of the Young Man, 
who is surprised and bewildered. 
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He struggles with the corpse, shoving it off himself to the 
side. 
 
He strains his head upward, noticing two people approaching. 
 
THE CAPTAIN, late 30s, Scottish accent, dressed in a British 
army uniform. He moves towards the Young Man, aiming his 
rifle and ejecting a shell. 
 
Rushing past The Captain, is BROOKS, mid 20s, also dressed in 
an army coat, fumbling with a roll of bandages. 
 
Brooks kneels to side of the Young Man, hastily bandaging his 
wound. 
 

BROOKES
(in Russian)

How’re you feeling? Not going to 
die on me?

 
Dazed and shook, the Young Man hesitates for a moment. 
 

YOUNG MAN 
(in Russian and stammering)

Uh... I don’t think it hit 
anything important. 

 
BROOKES

(in Russian)
That’s good to hear. 

 
The Young Man winces at Brook’s treatment. 
 
The Captain walks up to the two and looks over them. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
How’s he doing?

 
BROOKES

Well, he’s lucky he ran into us, 
sir--would’ve died from blood 
loss--if not from that beating he 
took. 

(beat)
He’ll be fine though, bullet went 
straight through and missed 
anything important. 

 
THE CAPTAIN

Good. Ask him why he’s out here?
 

BROOKES
(in Russian)

What are doing out lad?
 
Again, the Young Man hesitates momentarily. 
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YOUNG MAN
(in Russian)

I was ordered to scout the 
area... reports of bandits are... 
worrying apparently. 

 
THE CAPTAIN

What’d he say?
 

BROOKES
Something about scouting the area 
for bandits. 

 
The Captain looks down at the nearby corpse. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
I’m guessing that he was one of 
them. 

 
BROOKES

(in Russian)
The man that was chasing you, was 
he one of the bandits?

 
YOUNG MAN

(in Russian)
Yes. Apparently they’re raiding 
and killing anyone they come 
across, no matter who they are. 

 
BROOKES

He says the bandits are attacking 
anyone they come across, sir. 

 
THE CAPTAIN

Even soldiers?
 

BROOKES
(in Russian)

They attacking soldiers?
 
The Young Man nods, wincing also from Brooks’s treatment. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
They must be quite the bandits 
then... ask him how organised 
they are--how many of them there 
is? 

 
BROOKES

(in Russian) 
What else do you know about them?

 
YOUNG MAN

(in Russian)
They’re mostly deserters, I 
think--mostly based around the 
southern border... led by this 
man they call the Khan. 
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Brooks’s brow deepens as he listens to the Young Man’s words. 
The Captain notices this.  
 

THE CAPTAIN
What’s he saying. 

 
BROOKES

He says they’re mostly deserters, 
that they’re based based around 
the border.

(beat)
And that they’re led by this man 
they refer to as, the Khan. 

 
THE CAPTAIN

Well, that’s quite the title. 
 

BROOKES
You haven’t heard anything about 
this, sir?

 
THE CAPTAIN

No, nothing about a Khan fellow. 
 

BROOKES
Well I suppose this war brings 
out all sorts. 

 
THE CAPTAIN

War always does. 
 
The Captain takes a moment to contemplate the past. 
 

THE CAPTAIN (CONT’D)
It’s getting cold--help the kid 
up and let’s get going. 

 
He turns around, slings his rifle over his shoulder and 
begins walking away. 
 
Brooks nods and extends a hand to the young man. 
 

YOUNG MAN
(in Russian)

Thank you comrade. 
 
The young man reaches for Brooks’s hand but once Brooks his 
the young man’s words, he suddenly recoils. The young man 
gives a curios look. Brooks looks concerned. 
 

BROOKES
Sir?

 
The Captain stops and turns back to the other two. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
Mmhh? Did he insult you?
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BROOKES
No--he called me ‘comrade.’ 

 
The Captain’s brow deepens. He pulls the bolt from his gun 
back and loads a round. 
 

YOUNG MAN
(in Russian)

What is it?
 
The other two ignore him. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
(to Brooks)

You sure?
 

BROOKES
Yes sir.

 
Brooks begins to panic slightly. 
 

BROOKES (CONT’D)
But sir, I don’t think it be--

 
Before Brooks can finish, The Captain aims his rifle at the 
young man and fires. The young man doesn’t even have time to 
react.
 
The Captain ejects the shell from his gun and slings it over 
his shoulder, walking away. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
Let’s get going Brookes. 

 
Brookes stands still for a moment, eyes unblinking. He stares 
at the Captain, then at the now dead young man. What was the 
harm in letting him live?
 

EXT. CAMP CLEARING - DAY
 
The Captain and Brookes emerge from the tree line, entering a 
clearing. Again, signs of winter dot the landscape.  
 
Tents, a few horses and early 20th century camping gear 
occupy the area, along with about a dozen soldiers in British 
uniforms--some standing guard, others resting. 
 
The Captain and Brookes enter the camp. They place their 
rifles down and are met by GORDON, old fashioned military 
attitude, tired face. He salutes the Captain. 
 

GORDON
Find anything interesting while 
you were out sir?

 
THE CAPTAIN

More snow if you can believe it 
Gordon. 
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Brookes appears distant to the conversation.
 

GORDON
Evidently that seems the only 
thing this country has on offer 
sir... that and bears. 

 
Brookes turns and leaves as the pair continues to talk. 
 

EXT. CAMP CLEARING - CONTINUOUS
 
Brookes approaches two soldiers playing chess on a crate; 
GEORGE, tall, slightly older than Brookes, indifferent to 
many things--and LEWIS, ultra-religious (old testament), 
short and stocky. 
 
Both men are concentrated with the game though George looks 
to be in deep thought while Lewis appears calm. 
 

BROOKES
You guys ever going to stop 
playing?

 
GEORGE

Not until I win at least once. 
 

LEWIS
If the Lord intended for you to 
win he would have let you by now. 

 
Brookes peers over Lewis’s shoulder, looking at the chess 
board. 
 

BROOKES
Or maybe you should change your 
strategy George?

 
Lewis takes his turn. 
 

LEWIS
You do rely on your queen too 
much. 

 
George shakes his head, annoyed. He moves a piece then faces 
Brookes. 
 

GEORGE
How was your outing with the 
Captain?

 
BROOKES

It was... well- 
 
Brookes thinks for a moment. 
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BROOKES (CONT’D)
-you fought with the Captain in 
the trenches Lewis? What was he 
like?

 
Lewis moves a piece forward. 
 

LEWIS
He was determined, to say the 
least. 

 
BROOKES

For the entire war?
 

LEWIS
For as long as I knew him--since 
Ypres as I recall. 

 
BROOKES

Long time then?
 

LEWIS
Yeah. Fought harder as the war 
dragged on. 

 
George takes his turn. 
 

GEORGE
Jesus. I had enough after a week 
on the front. 

 
LEWIS

“Thou shalt not take the name of 
the Lord thy God in vain; for the 
Lord will not hold him guiltless 
that taketh his name in vain.”

 
GEORGE

Yeah, yeah. Get on with it. 
 
Lewis scans the board then moves a piece before knocking 
George’s king down.  
 

LEWIS
The Lord’s judgment is swift 
indeed. 

 
George sits up and walks away off screen, annoyed. 
 

GEORGE
Bastard. 

 
Lewis watched George walk away then turns to Brookes.   
 

LEWIS
We were talking about the 
Captain...?
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BROOKES
Oh...no, I was just curious is 
all. 

 
LEWIS

Well, you’re always welcome talk 
to me if you want to know more--
plenty of war stories to tell. 

 
BROOKES

Thanks.
 

LEWIS
And if I can not give you what 
you’re looking for, pray to the 
Lord and he shall reveal unto 
thee the truth that you search 
for. 

 
BROOKES

(unconvinced)
Right. 

 
Brookes turns and leaves.
 

EXT. BRITISH TRENCHES - DAY
 
The trench is shallow, claustrophobic and poorly dug. Towards 
it front edge, soldiers awkwardly shelter behind the dirt--a 
sense of fear overwhelming many of them. Sounds of artillery 
roar overhead. 
 
The Captain, slightly younger and sporting a moustache, is 
among the many men at the front of the trench. 
 
He eyes a pocket watch in his hand. The watch face ticks. He 
looks to the sky. 
 
A moment passes. 
 
The roar of artillery ceases, replaced with silence and then 
a whistle offscreen. 
 
The Captain blows his whistle. Men around him climb out of 
the trench.
 

THE CAPTAIN
Go!

 
The Captain unholsters a revolver and climbs out of the 
trench. 
 

EXT. NO MAN’S LAND - CONTINUOUS
 
The Captain emerges from the trench along with numerous 
others. 
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The ground is muddy and pot-marked, with dead trees strewn 
about. 
 
The scene is chaos. Bullets fly overhead and men are shot as 
they run forward. Screams, explosions and gunfire ring out. 
Bits of dirt are kicked up where bullets land. 
 
The Captain sprints forward along with others. 
 
A soldier in front of him is riddled with bullets and falls 
into a muddy puddle. 
 
The Captain slows to a pace and stares at the fallen soldier 
in the puddle--shocked. 
 
A soldier runs into the Captain and continues past him. The 
Captain regains his composure and continues forward. He pants 
heavily as does. 
 
The Captain sees several men ahead of him, lying prone in 
front of a mound of dirt. They are attempting to cut barbed 
wire. 
 
The Captain sprints forward and takes cover with the scared 
men. 
 
The man cutting the wire struggles with the cutters as his 
hands shake violently. 
 
The Captain keeps his head down and hugs the ground as 
bullets fly. He looks at the other men. 
 
One is struggling to cope with the situation. His breathing 
is rapid and tears run from his eyes. 
 
Another is bleeding from his abdomen. His face looks pale and 
delirious. He’ll be dead soon.
 
Lewis is the other soldier there, though the Captain doesn’t 
recognise him. He utters a pray under his breath and appears 
perfectly calm. 
 
Suddenly a large explosion off screen roars. 
 
The Captain raises his head slightly and looks ahead to the 
left. 
 
Blocking out the sun, a titanic swell of dirt and debris 
explodes up from the ground. The Captain is a speck compared 
to the explosion ahead. 
 
The Captain looks on in awe and disbelief. He is nothing.
 
The shadow of the explosion spreads across his face. 
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INT. CAPTAIN’S TENT - DAY
 
The Captain awakens slowly in his dimly lit tent. He doesn’t 
look well rested.  
 

EXT. CAMP CLEARING- DAY
 
The Captain emerges from his tent, sliding on a coat. 
 
Others are already up, drinking coffee, cleaning their rifles 
and tiredly mingling. 
 
The Captain approaches Brookes and Gordon who are examining a 
map. Brookes hands him a cup of coffee. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
Thanks. 

 
The Captain studies the map. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
The situation change Lieutenant?

 
GORDON

Well sir, as we discussed 
yesterday, the target bridge, 
here-

 
Gordon motions on the map. 
 

GORDON (CONT’D)
-is about a day’s travel 
directly. However I thought it 
prudent to mention that perhaps 
we take an alternate route. 

 
THE CAPTAIN

And why would we do that?
 

GORDON
This route along here, will take 
us through a village, which, from 
what we’ve seen in the area, 
could potentially harbour 
communist sympathisers--I dare 
say that its more likely there is 
considering the importance of the 
nearby bridge. 

 
The Captain looks over the map. 
 

BROOKES
If I may sir, I don’t believe 
Lieutenant Gordon’s proposal 
is... entirely practical, 
Captain. 

 
The Captain doesn’t look away from the map. 
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THE CAPTAIN
And why is that? 

 
GORDON

I am merely providing 
alternatives and options. 

 
Brookes gives Gordon a sour glance. 
 

BROOKES
We were ordered to ensure the 
safety of the bridge.

 
The Captain looks up at Brookes.
 

THE CAPTAIN
We were asked. We don’t take 
orders from the Russians. 

 
BROOKES

Yes sir, but weren’t we ordered 
to help the Russians?

 
The Captain thinks for a moment, taking a sip out his mug.
 

THE CAPTAIN
We were ordered to hinder the 
reds, and while that has for the 
last few months meant helping the 
Whites—that doesn’t mean we have 
to listen to them. 

 
BROOKES

I understand sir but I feel the 
best way to do that is to help 
them as much as possible--going 
out on our own way won’t solve 
anything. 

 
The Captain takes another sip from his coffee--thinking.
 

GORDON
As for my opinion sir, a good red 
is a dead red. And if stopping by 
this village means one less of 
them, then I think the effort 
worth. 

 
BROOKES

I just don’t think a single enemy 
dead will make a difference to 
this war Captain. 

 
The Captain stops thinking--his mind is made and it doesn’t 
agree with Brookes. 
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THE CAPTAIN
We’ll take the detour, the bridge 
can wait. I doubt it has much 
else to do. LEWIS!

 
Lewis appears, saluting. Brookes looks somewhat dejected. 
 

THE CAPTAIN 
(to Lewis)

Get the everyone ready to move, 
 
Lewis nods and faces the men. 
 

LEWIS
ALL RIGHT MEN! THE LORD DOETH 
REQUIRE WARRIORS TO AID HIS 
RIGHTEOUS CRUSADE AGAINST THE 
GODLESS REDS! READY THY WEAPONS, 
FOR WE MARCH!

 
Lewis points at equipment and tents, encouraging the others 
to start packing up. 
 
Brookes sighs and walks away. 
 
The Captain eyes Lewis as he rounds up the men, sipping at 
his coffee.
 

EXT. SACKED VILLAGE - DAY 
 
Five of the group’s horses, carrying supplies, wait on the 
edge of a tree line along with a couple of soldiers. 
 
Opposite the tree line, slowly walk The Captain, Brookes, 
Lewis, Gordon and George, along with about five other 
soldiers towards a small burnt out village of around seven 
houses. 
 
They approach slowly and cautiously with rifles in hand 
except for Lewis who holds a shotgun. 
 
It’s quiet save for the crunch of snow underneath the mens’ 
boots. 
 
They walk into the village studying the burnt out structures, 
kicking up bits of charred debris on the ground. 
 
They keep their guns level, not knowing if danger awaits 
them. 
 
The Captain and George enter one of the buildings to the 
side. Its roof has caved in, snow blankets the floor and in 
one of its corners lie the remains of several people, charred 
and unrecognisable. 
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The Captain and George approach the bodies, staring and 
lowering their guns. 
 

GEORGE
Jesus. 

 
(beat)
 

THE CAPTAIN
Don’t let Lewis hear you. 

 
GEORGE

I’m well aware. 
 
George begins to look visibly sick. He turns and leaves, 
gagging and coughing. 
 
The Captain stays, remaining stone faced and unmoved. 
 

EXT. SACKED VILLAGE - DAY
 
The group occupy the centre of the village, discussing the 
situation--except for the Captain and Lewis who remain to the 
side, smoking cigarettes. 
 

GORDON
Definitely the work of the reds I 
say.

 
GEORGE

As much as I don’t agree with 
their political stance Gordon, 
I’m not particular convinced it 
was any Bolshevik that killed 
these villagers. 

 
GORDON

Having seditious thoughts 
corporal?

 
GEORGE

None, but from what I’ve seen of 
this civil war, the reds wouldn’t 
have done this without a good 
reason. 

 
GORDON

Are suggesting the whites did it?
 

GEORGE
Perhaps... I wouldn’t put it past 
them--but again, I don’t see a 
good reason for why they would.

 
BROOKES

High praise for out white Russian 
allies. 

 
George shrugs. 
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GEORGE
I speak it how it is. 

 
Brookes nods. 
 

BROOKES
I agree with George. The whites 
or reds wouldn’t have done this. 

 
GORDON

Who then?
 

BROOKES
...bandits? Deserters?...

 
GEORGE

Raiders coming across from the 
southern border perhaps? The 
Mongolians are just as much part 
of this civil war than any 
Russian. Perhaps even the 
Chinese?

 
As George speaks, Brookes’ brow deepens in thought. 
 

BROOKES
(to himself)

...Mongolia...surely not...
 
Gordon raises an eyebrow. 
 

GORDON
Got something to say Lieutenant?

 
Brookes hesitates for a moment.
 

BROOKES
...Yesterday as the Captain and I 
were out patrolling--we came 
across a man who talked about a 
Khan fellow. 

 
Gordon and George exchange confused glances.
 

BROOKES (CONT’D)
Not the one you’re thinking of, a 
bandit that’s been operating 
around here apparently--it seems 
absurd but that’s what he said, 
and we’re not far from the 
border...  

 
Gordon shakes his head. 
 

GORDON
You think someone calling himself 
the Khan is going around burning 
villages? Insane. 
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BROOKES
I’m just telling you what I 
heard. 

 
GEORGE

Why didn’t you mention this the 
other day?

 
Again Brookes hesitates. He looks earnestly at the Captain in 
the background, smoking and talking to Lewis. He doesn’t know 
what say. 
 

EXT. SACKED VILLAGE - CONTINUOUS
 
The Captain and Lewis have their own conversation away from 
the others. 
 
The Captain inhales from his cigarette. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
What does God say in times like 
these?

 
LEWIS

Regarding the war or...?
 
Lewis motions to the house with the bodies. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
The latter. 

 
Lewis thinks for a moment. 
 

LEWIS
There is much advice the Lord can 
give. But I can only tell you to 
trust him, for His will is 
almighty. 

 
THE CAPTAIN

So the dead here would’ve been 
dead anyway, no matter if we had 
marched faster?

 
LEWIS

The Lord’s will is unchangeable 
sir. 

 
THE CAPTAIN

And the war then? 
 
The Captain puffs on his cigarette, blowing smoke from his 
nostrils. 
 

THE CAPTAIN (CONT’D)
Was our victory unchangeable? 
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LEWIS
Do you wish we had been defeated?

 
THE CAPTAIN

No... But I do wonder at what 
could’ve been... If I hadn’t 
joined up and fought...

 
LEWIS

There’s no point wondering 
Captain. God willed you and I to 
fight, to survive the war and 
vanquish the enemy--our victory 
was assured since the beginning--
for God willed it.  

 
The Captain exhales the last of his cigarette. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
I pray that not to be true. 

 
The Captain flicks his cigarette to the ground and begins 
walking away towards the others. Lewis watches him with a 
stoic expression. 
 

MATCH CUT TO:
 

EXT. GERMAN TRENCHES - DAY
 
Lewis’s expression is stoic again, though this time it is 
strained and dirty. 
 
The younger Captain and Lewis slide forward into the German 
trenches from atop. The trenches far deeper and sturdier 
looking than the British ones. 
 
Sounds of close and distant gunfire are heard. Explosions are 
seen and heard in the distance.
 
Down along the trench line to the left, two British soldiers 
round a corner, out of sight. 
 
The Captain studies the area, noticing both British and 
German bodies on the ground. He looks at Lewis; eyes wide, 
breathing controlled. 
 
The Captain checks his revolver, then rounds the corner to 
the left. Lewis follows him. 
 
They come across a straight trench line, halfway along which,  
a path to the left joins up. The two soldiers from before are 
firing their guns down this left path. 
 
The Captain and Lewis move forward, quickly moving past the 
opening to the left. Several bullets whiz by them. 
 
At the end of left path intermittent muzzle flashes and the 
outlines of German soldiers can be seen.
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The Captain and Lewis continue down the trench line, the 
gunfire behind them becoming mixed in with the background 
noise. 
 
The Captain looks up at the sky--grey and devoid of sunshine. 
 
The two men round another corner. 
 
In front of them are five German soldiers, quickly fixing 
bayonets to the ends of their rifles. 
 
The Captain and Lewis waste no time and fire several rounds 
from their guns, killing two of the Germans. 
 
The other three are startled. Two fire their guns in return 
while the other charges down the trench shouting, knife in 
hand. 
 
The Captain and Lewis take cover behind the corner trench 
wall and fire back though their bullets miss. 
 
The charging German reaches the corner and tackles the 
Captain, knocking the gun from his hand. 
 
The two struggle on the ground, the Captain holding back the 
German’s arm wielding the knife. 
 
Lewis looks down at the two men and prepares to aim his rifle  
at the German attacking the Captain but a couple of bullets 
land beside him, startling him. 
 
Lewis looks down the trench and sees the two Germans firing 
their guns and approaching. He shoots back and kills one of 
them. 
 
The Captain and the other man continue to wrestle. The 
Captain begins to shift his weight, rolling the German around 
face down into the ground.
 
On the man’s back back, the Captain pushes the German’s head 
into the muddy ground. The man begins to struggle and flail, 
drowning in a shallow puddle. The Captain’s face strains red. 
 
Lewis keeps firing his gun, finally hitting the other German 
in the side. It doesn’t kill, the man falls to the ground, 
clutching at his wound and growing in pain. 
 
Lewis, shaking from adrenaline, looks down at Captain, 
resting on the now unmoving German. He takes a few deep 
breathes. 
 
Picking up the dead German’s knife, the Captain gets to his 
feet and glares at the remaining enemy. 
 
The German looks back, fear and pain in his eyes. 
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EXT. OPEN PATH - DAY
 
The group are travelling in an open, flat area. Trees and 
snow dot the area, though they are few and far between. 
 
The Captain is at the front of the pack, smoking a cigarette. 
Towards the back with the horses, is Brookes and George. 
 

BROOKES
I was in Egypt and Turkey for 
most of the war. It’d swelter 
beyond anything I had felt at 
that time, coming from northern 
England. Never thought I’d miss 
the heat.  

 
Brookes and George chuckle. 
 

GEORGE
Well, the weather’s going to get 
worse from what I’m aware of. 

 
BROOKES

Hope we’re back in Vladivostok by 
then--inside and in front of 
fire. 

 
GEORGE

Or better yet, on a ship home. 
 

 BROOKES
Indeed, I miss home everyday. 

 
GEORGE

Is that what made you join up? 
Your love of King and country?

 
The two men chuckle again, then Brookes shakes his head. 
 

BROOKES
Didn’t want to be called a coward 
I suppose. I didn’t really think 
me joining up was going to decide 
the outcome of the war--even if 
all those bloody posters and 
speeches said otherwise. 

 
GEORGE

A single man started the war, 
what’s to say that another 
couldn’t of ended it?

 
Brookes shakes his head. 
 

BROOKES
You think if the arch-duke were 
alive right now, the war wouldn’t 
have started?

 
George thinks over the question. 
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GEORGE
No dead duke, no war--that seems 
like sound logic to me. I’m 
guessing you think otherwise? 

 
BROOKES

It needn’t have been the duke--
the war almost started in 
Morocco. 

(beat)
The great nations of this world 
have been at each others throats 
for years now--anyone could’ve  
pulled the trigger; serb, pole, 
jew, it didn’t matter, it 
would’ve happened anyway. 

 
GEORGE

And this civil war here? Do you 
think it was inevitable? 

 
BROOKES

I... I don’t know, perhaps. 
 
Brookes looks ahead at the Captain who flicks his cigarette 
to the ground. 
 

BROOKES (CONT’D)
But don’t think us being here 
will make much difference either 
way. 

 

EXT. HILL OVERLOOKING THE BRIDGE - DAY
 
The Captain, Gordon and Lewis reach the peak of snow drenched 
hill. Behind them is woodland, along the rest of the group, 
and in front, below a short cliff, is a bridge over a rocky 
creek. A train track runs over the bridge and continues 
onward out of sight. 
 
At the mouth of the bridge is a small camp with roughly ten 
men, dressed in mismatch of uniforms and cold weather 
clothing. Some hold rifles and fire burns in the middle of 
their camp. 
 

LEWIS
Reds?

 
THE CAPTAIN

I’m not sure, but they don’t look 
the type. 

 
LEWIS

Whites then?
 

THE CAPTAIN
More likely. Let’s go find out. 
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EXT. BRIDGE - DAY
 
The three men approach the camped Russians, who turn casually 
to face them. 
 

GORDON
Greetings gentlemen, it seems you 
too have noticed the importance 
of this bridge, we were-

 
A bullets lands in front of George’s feet, kicking up snow. 
 
The Captain readies his revolver, Lewis aims his shotgun and 
Gordon falls back in fright. 
 

GORDON
What in the bloody hell are you 
thinking!?

 
The Russians laugh. 
 

DEGURECHAFF
(in Russian)

Told you boys they weren’t reds. 
 
The Captain and Lewis give confused looks and lower their 
guns though don’t holster them. 
 
Gordon gets up from the ground and brushes himself off--not 
looking happy. 
 
One of the Russians approaches the three brits, DEGURECHAFF, 
late 40s, rough looking, with a white, pointed beard. 
 

DEGURECHAFF
Hello dear foreigners... I am 
Major Degurechaff--You are 
American? British?

 
Degurechaff tone suddenly changes to one of suspicion. 
 

DEGURECHAFF (CONT’D)
...Japanese?

 
THE CAPTAIN

British. 
 
Degurechaff tone becomes friendly again. 
 

DEGURECHAFF
Ah, good. My uncle died from 
Japanese. 

 
He motions a throat cutting with his finger. 
 
Gordon looks unsure, Lewis raises an eyebrow to the Captain 
who seems unperturbed. 
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THE CAPTAIN
You aren’t Bolsheviks then?

 
DEGURECHAFF

No--we are loyal soldiers of the 
Tsar. 

(beat)
Though we don’t know who that is 
currently--those shithead 
Bolsheviks have made situation 
confusing. 

 
LEWIS

(under his breath to the 
Captain)

It seems the Lord has bestowed 
upon us some allies today--even 
if they are infidels. 

 
The Captain nods. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
You are guarding the bridge then? 
Killing any reds that use it?

 
DEGURECHAFF

Reds? No. They are weak here--in 
numbers and spirit. 

 
The Captain raises an eyebrow. Degurechaff’s tone stiffens. 
 

DEGURECHAFF (CONT’D)
No. The Khan is the one to fear--
he fights for neither the 
peasants or Tsar. 

 
GORDON

A warlord by the sounds of it 
then?

 
DEGURECHAFF

Da, he comes from south of 
border--from Mongolia. 

 
LEWIS

Hence the name I suppose? 
 

DEGURECHAFF
He is Russian from what I know, 
but it matters not what blood 
does the killing, only whether it 
is done with hands or bullet. 

 
(beat)
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A friendly looking Russian soldier comes forward from behind 
Degurechaff with cups of tea. He hands them to the British 
soldiers who take them somewhat confused. 
 

DEGURECHAFF
Come, sit. We have the chit-chat 
before my men and I move south. 

 
THE CAPTAIN

South?
 
Degurechaff nods. 
 

DEGURECHAFF
Da, to kill the khan. 

 

EXT. BRIDGE OUTSKIRT - NIGHT
 
The Captain smokes a cigarette on the outskirts of the camp, 
looking out towards the moonlit tundra. Behind him a dim 
campfire flickers and the chatter of the group can be heard. 
 
Brookes approaches the Captain. 
 

BROOKES
I’m surprised you haven’t run out 
yet sir. 

 
The Captain inhales the last of his cigarette and flicks it 
into a patch of snow. 
 

EXT. GERMAN TRENCHES - DAY
 
The younger Captain is resting on a crate, calmly checking 
his revolver and counting his remaining bullets. Around him 
are other British soldiers--some wounded, some looking 
exhausted--milling about, resting or preparing for battle. 
 
One of these soldiers is standing next to the Captain talking 
to him. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
Don’t have many left I admit, but 
I’ll make them count. 

 

EXT. BRIDGE OUTSKIRT - NIGHT
 
The Captain offers a cigarette to Brooks who shakes his head.   
The Captain then lights another for himself. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
Major Degurechaff was good enough 
to spare some. 
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BROOKES
You’d better hope a train comes 
by with some while we’re here--
I’m sure the reds would be 
willing to share. 

 
The Captain gives a brief smile before it quickly vanishes. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
We’re not staying--we’ll be 
joining Major Degurechaff and his 
men when they head south. 

 
Brookes frowns, confused. 
 

BROOKES
What?

 

EXT. GERMAN TRENCHES - DAY
 
As the Captain continues to check his gun, a British runner 
slides into the trench from atop, panting and exhausted. 
 
The Captain sees the man, holsters his gun and approaches 
him. 
 
One of the soldiers hands the runner a canteen who takes 
large gulps from it. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
New orders?

 
RUNNER

(between gulps)
Yes...sir...orders to...retreat.

 
The Captain frowns, a hint of anger in his eyes. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
That can’t be right. 

 
The runner doesn’t respond, instead withdrawing a note from 
his pocket and handing it to the Captain. The Captain reads 
it frantically. 
 

BROOKES (V.O.)
Sir... I thought we were to guard 
the bridge?

 

EXT. BRIDGE OUTSKIRT - NIGHT
 

THE CAPTAIN
We are to sabotage it, then move 
on--the bridge is no longer a 
worthwhile objective. 
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BROOKES
And so we are to head south? 
Surely any more south and we’ll 
be crossing the border into 
Mongolia. 

 
THE CAPTAIN

That’s correct Brookes. We’re 
going after the Khan, the reds 
can wait.  

 
BROOKES

The Major says that the Khan 
wields a small army sir. Surely 
our numbers aren’t fit for such a 
task?  

 
THE CAPTAIN

We can make--even a single man 
can do a lot. 

 
BROOKES

If that were true sir, then the 
Khan wouldn’t be in need of an 
army. 

 

EXT. GERMAN TRENCHES - DAY
 
Fury takes hold of the Captain. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
Dammit! Do the generals not see 
what we’ve done here! 

 
The runner places the canteen down. 
 

RUNNER
Unfortunately our attacks in the 
north have been repelled and 
command sees no way of sustaining 
the push here. 

 
The Captain shakes his head. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
We’ve taken a foothold in the 
enemy’s line--and we’re to be 
giving it back!

 
RUNNER

Respectably sir, command doesn’t 
believe continuing the attack is 
worth it anymore. 

 
The Captain doesn’t respond--the words hit him like brick. It 
meant nothing. 
 
The Captain’s face is mixed with anger and uncertainty. 
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MATCH CUT TO:
 

EXT. BRIDGE OUTSKIRT - NIGHT
 
The Captain’s face is grim. 
 

BROOKES
Sir, I don’t understand--what 
would be the point--a single man 
can’t be worth it.

 
Something cracks in the Captain’s mind. His voice becomes 
forceful. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
Are you going to keep questioning 
me Lieutenant? I’ve made the 
decision. 

 
The Captain turns away from Brookes, looking outwards. The 
conversation is over. 
 
Brookes is at loss for words. He hesitates but then salutes 
before glumly walking away. 
 
The Captain stares into the distance, smoking his cigarette. 
 

THE CAPTAIN
(to himself)

It had to be worth it. 
 
CUT TO BLACK:
 

THE CAPTAIN (CONT’D) (V.O.)
Didn’t it?

 
END OF ACT I
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